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Too Far! 
·we have gone too 
far! Regardless of 
anything one can say 
in favor of modern 
dress, the statement 
remains true. We 
have gone too far. 
Now, I am not speak· 
ing of the extremes 
- of those who carry 
everything too far-
but of the general 
run of young folk, 
especially, and many 
of the older women, 
who really should 
know better. 
In the first place, 
barring the word immodesty, glance 
at the appearance of modern out-
fits. Some types of girls and wo· 
men look very attractive in knee· 
length (and above) skirts, but ev· 
evry woman does not possess a pair 
of legs that are not hard to look at. 
And yet each and every one, or most 
of us, wear the scanty costumes that 
only a few of us can really, in the ver· 
nacular, get by with. We accuse men 
of gazing at women's knees, but we 
can guarantee that anyone, including 
women, cannot pass by or greet a per· 
son and not see her knees if they are 
so obvious as they have become with 
the short and getting-shorter modes. 
It is all fine to wear 20-inches-from· 
the-floor skirts if that is what one 
looks the most attractive in. But how 
many women do? Glance at yourself 
in a full-length mirror and determine 
the best skirt length for your indi· 
vidual type. Then wear it. Just be· 
cause some clever young co-ed can 
wear a certain thing in a certain man· 
ner and style is certainly no sign you 
or I can. We must dress to suit our 
own build and type. We do not do 
this, generally, and that is why I say 
that we have gone too far in our mod· 
ern dress. 
It is true that modern dress is more 
comfortable, less expensive and even 
more attractive, on the whole, than it 
was a century or so ago, but how much 
more attractive we could make it if 
each woman and girl would remember 
the little rule I have given. Dress to 
suit yourself and not to suit some 
fashion picture. You can retain style 
and attractiveness in this manner to a 
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Modern Dress 
·would you like to dress like lhis? 
This is the second of a series 
of controversial articles appear-
ing in the Iowa Homemaker. 
These areticles are being run 
anonymously because we feel we 
can obtain freer expression of 
thought in that manner. The 
staff wishes to invite comment 
on these articles and suggestions 
for further topics. These ar· 
ticles are printed just as they 
come in, practically unedited. 
greater extent than in any other way. 
Forget the vest pocket editions of 
dress and remember that in order to 
look attractive we must not go too far! 
Freedom! 
Perhaps the editor came to the 
wrong person when she asked me 
to write in favor of modern dress, 
because I am so strongly in favor of 
it that I am actually radical on the 
subject. It seems to me that there is 
not even an argument on the other 
side. 
I am reminded, as I sit down to 
write, of an old story my grandmother 
used to tell. When she was preparing 
to be married, her mother went to a 
neighboring town and bought mate-
rials for her trousseau. She returned 
home with the small purchases of sim· 
ply yanls and yards and even bolts of 
material for the wedding dress and the 
many petticoats. The ladies of the 
fam ily and community then proceeded 
NUMBER 1 
to spend the next 
few months making 
the many petticoats 
and the wedding 
dress. The dress it· 
self was exactly five 
yards around the 
skirt bottom and it 
trailed on the floor 
for nearly three feet. 
The other day I got 
this dress out to look 
at it again, and put-
ting it on, I was 
simply amazed at 
the weight of it. 
Goodness! If I had 
to carry all that 
around with me! 
With this picture in mind, as I dash 
across the campus (and I do dash, and 
I couldn't have in grandmother's dress) 
I mentally compare it with modern 
dress. Why, there just is no compari· 
son. The modern girl, especially the 
<:o·ed, takes two and one-half or three 
yards of material, spends a few hours 
with it, tacks a jaunty little bouquet 
on it, and has a chic creation that will 
serve her for many months. Today 
we have freedom of movement afforded 
by our dress. We are not bound in any 
way by steel stays, numerous pads and 
bustles. We do not wear countless pet· 
ticoats to hinder our progress. We 
have enough room to move about and 
to get things done. Grace of the past 
ages may be all well and good, but we 
can have grace, plus comfort, in our 
modern dress. 
Freedom! Wasn't that what the 
good people of England wanted when 
they came to this land many years ago? 
Step by step the people of our country 
have been attaining freedom from al· 
most every angle and at last we have 
it in dress. \Ve hear cries thruout 
the <:ountry about "Health". On ev-
ery hand are health movements. But 
let me point out that the length of the 
average life is today longer than it was 
50 years ago. With our young folks 
wearing chiffon hose and pumps in 
contrast to heavy woolen stockings and 
high shoes, they are even more healthy 
than our grandmothers were. And 
while on the subject of shoes, remem· 
ber what the shoe dealers say. The 
girls of today are demanding more sen-
sible shoes and that the general trend 
(Continu ed on page 10) 
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What's in a Name? 
I ME'l' her one day in the post office and as we smilingly advanced to-
ward each other I wildly grasped 
through my mental regions for her 
name. Just as our hands met, there 
broke what I took to be a happy gleam 
of light and I exclaimed, "Why, how 
do you do, Mrs. Taylor?" Did I imag-
ine it, or was her handclasp indiffer-
ent and did I detect a subtle chill in 
her manner? I had been most attract-
ed by her when we were introduced a 
week or so before, and she had appar-
ently responded to my friendliness. But 
now-horrors! What had I called her? 
Her name is Mrs. Tucker, not Mrs. 
'l'aylor. How stupid of me! But 
then, of course, if she is the sort of 
person who becomes offended over little 
things, it is just as well I discovered 
it. By this time I had taken the letters 
from the box, and there on the very 
first one, for the thousandth time, 
some clumsy imbecile had addressed 
me as "Marie". Just as often it is 
"Maria". Now, both of those are per-
fectly good names, and I dare say I 
should bear either one or both proudly 
if they were mine- but that is just the 
point- they aren't mine, and I insist 
that I prefer to be called by my own 
name. 
It is a letter from an orphan's home, 
too, and they want five dollars-well, 
they can look elsewhere for it. "Marie", 
indeed! And with the tips of my fin-
gers I deposit the offending envelope 
in the waste basket. 
Now tell me, you psychologist, what 
causes that little quirk in a human 
mind that results in such unreasoning 
exasperation over a mistake in one's 
name? Sometimes it is called forth by 
a mispronunciation. A man with a 
name composed of about fifteen letters, 
ending in "witsch", once complained to 
me bitterly that one of his instructors 
had no personal interest whatsoever in 
his students, and gave as supporting 
proof number one that the instructor 
had never yet called him correctly by 
name. And there is the matter of 
spelling. Mark the reproachful expres-
sion on Gustavus Adolphus Oleson's 
face if you write it "Olesen" or see 
what happens to you if you spell Mike 
McGinnis' name with a "Mac". 
A Name Is Personal 
After all, a name is such a personal 
thing-so truly a part of your iden-
tity. Is it perhaps, then, a bit of egot-
ism that is responsible? How inevit-
ably Mrs. Jones gravitates toward the 
pleasant clerk who calls her by name. 
Again, how eagerly, withal furtively, 
perhaps, does she search for her name 
in the daily news columns. Still it is 
something more than egotism that 
makes a name sacred to its ownel'. 
Symbolical of himself, it is truly the 
title of his self respect, and blessed is 
he who carries his head a notch high-
er because h e can look back upon its 
By MARCIA E. TURNER 
history, untarnished in his keeping, 
unblemished in the hands of his fore-
bears. 
Then I, if I juggle heedlessly with 
Mrs. Tucker's name, am guilty of in-
difference and discourtesy toward the 
woman herself-towards the whole 
Tucker family, it may be. And the pro-
fessor who stumbled over hard names 
in his class roll-well, perhaps the in-
dictment against him was true, and it 
was Michael himself and not the same 
Skimbowitsch that was maligned or 
ignored or forgotten. 
Etiquette in Names 
One of those memory courses per-
haps-but no, it is not memory courses 
that we need. It is only a bit more of 
the thoughtful consideration which is 
at the root o! all good manners, for 
there is an etiquette of names. Usage 
changes with time and it may vary in 
some respects wtih locality, but there 
are certain rather definite rules in re-
gard to names and titles, however 
smashed to bits they often are. 
Take your minister for example-
the Rev. Mr. Schuyler or the Rev. 
John Schuyler. If you want to be cor-
rect, never, never be in so much of a 
hurry that you clip it to the colloquial 
"Reverend Schuyler" when you intro-
duce him. You may, if you like, on 
ordinary occasions, call him plain "Mr. 
Schuyler". And that reminds me of 
the rise and fall of the title "Profes-
sor". Time was when it distinguished 
the one who bore it, but in these days 
it may mean anything from a patent 
medicine faker to a doctor of philoso-
phy. We tend to substitute the title 
"Doctor" whenever it can truthfully 
be clone, and at other times "Mister" 
again is perfectly good form. Indeed, 
it is very often preferred even by the 
man who is a doctor of something or 
other. Perhaps it is the desire to ab-
stain from the ostentation which good 
breeding abhors, and possibly, too, it is 
because the title is tending to become 
overly common. 
Not long ago I attended a meeting 
during which each one was asked to 
introduce herself and I noticed that, 
in a majority of cases, the last name 
was given, without any prefix, as "My 
name is Jones." Only occasionally did 
some brave spirit come out with the 
correct form, "I am Miss (or Mrs.) 
Brown." If you are speaking over the 
telephone to a friend or to someone 
with whom you are on cordial terms, 
you would of course say, "This is 
"Alice Brown" or "Henry Blake." Oth-
erwise one need never hesitate to use 
the appropriate prefix. (Of course a 
Rotarian would say, "This is 'Henry'.") 
In addressing each other, men quite 
commonly drop the prefix "Mr." alto-
gether and, while doubtless in this day 
of complete equality women have the 
same privilege of calling each other 
"Brown" or "Gray," it continues not 
good form. 
In regard to the use of first names, 
I am sure no one is able to pronounce 
or to prophecy! Your grandmother 
primly called her fiance "Mr. Brews-
ter" to the day of her wedding and 
most probably afterward until she be-
came quite accustomed to having him 
about the house. But times · change 
and today "Miss Smith" and "Mr. 
Jones" barely survive the introduction. 
Immediately thereafter it becomes 
"Sue" and "John". That is in some 
localities. In other places only your 
friends call you "Sue" or "John". 
Don't ask me to define the word 
"friend" or ask me how long it takes 
to become one- I don't pretend to 
know. 
Mrs. Grundy mentions her husband 
and their grown daughter to intimate 
acquaintanees as "Sam" and "Lucy", 
but never so to the butcher or baker. 
'ro them she says "Mr. Grundy" and 
"Miss Grundy". Over the teacups, to 
Mrs. Grove, whom she knows casually, 
she says "My husband" and "My 
daughter". But if engrossed in the 
incident she is relating she forgets and 
refers to them as "Sam" and "Lucy". 
Mrs. Grove, well-bred woman that she 
is, does not take advantage of the slip. 
Addressing Older People 
'rhere is another matter of names 
on which we need to ponder a bit seri-
ously. That is in the way we address 
those older people whom we delight to 
honor. For example, Mr. Grove's 
mother is living with the Grove family 
and there is the problem of two Mrs. 
Groves. Good form prescribes the 
title "Madame Grove" for the older 
woman and that is a simple solution 
to the problem. But Madame Grove 
is a lovely, gentle, white-haired wo- · 
man, and soon the close friends adopt 
the family title, "Mother Grove" or 
even "Grandmother Grove", and again 
soon the whole community knows her 
by that name. In certain localities it 
seems that the first handful of gray 
hair is the signal for people to be called 
"auntie" or "grandpa". If they like 
it, and undoubtedly some of them do, 
I suppose it is all right, but I have al-
ways borne in mind a rather pertinent 
remark of my mother's: "Be very sure 
first that they would care to claim you 
as a near relative." That test applied, 
probably the practice would decrease 
somewhat. But there is another angle 
of the question that seems to me de-
serving of notice. Increasingly we find 
people whom added years have touched 
very gently, and who, unless they are 
tactlessly reminded that there is such 
a delusion as "old age", remain eter-
nally young in spirit. Need I suggest 
your own state of mind if today you 
discover a gray hair and tomorrow 
some young upstart addresses you as 
(Continued on page 16) 
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Helps for the Spring Market Basket 
W ITH the coming of warm weather, fresh fr uits and vege-
tables are in abundance, and 
lucky indeed is the housewife who has 
a garden from which she can gather 
her own. For the homemaker who 
must resort to the huckster's cart, or 
the corner grocery store, a new prob-
lem is offered. Besides knowing tempt-
ing ways of serving these desirable 
foods, she must know how to purchase 
them. 
Among the first fruits of the spring 
season are strawberries and pineapples, 
and the vegetables include asparagus 
and the various greens. 
Nothing is more tempting and deli-
cious for any spring menu than ripe 
strawberries, and in order to be deli-
cious they must be carefully selected. 
Because of the several varieties of ber-
ries, it is a common view that the 
largest berries are the best and the 
smaller ones are fit only for jam. How-
ever, the medium size berry is really 
the most satisfactory from all view-
points. The Dunlap is the common-
est variety in the middle western 
states. It has a crimson color and is 
juicy and tart, rather than sweet. The 
berries are slightly heart:shaped and 
have small seeds. 
By MARGARET L. MARNETTE 
Another g-ood variety of berry grown 
in Iowa is the Warfield, which is round 
rather than heart-shaped as the Dun-
lap, and is more sweet but less juicy. 
It is a deeper red color and the seeds 
are slightly larger and browner than 
the Dunlap . 
[n buying berries, try smelling 
them. Fresh berries will smell fresh, 
and have a clear, dewy smell to them. 
Pulling the blossom end is a good test. 
If it pulls clean and juice spurts out, 
the berries will usually be fresh. Fresh 
berries have a peculiar taste which a 
two-day-old fruit has lost. It is a more 
tart and not over-ripe taste. Do not 
hesitate to buy medium or small ber-
ries, but beware that the small berry 
is not also hard and green. 
Pineapples begin to arrive about the 
first of June and the housewife whose 
family enjoys this tropic fnlit will find 
it to her advantage to buy them 
by the crate for canning. Pineapples 
must be entirely ripe to be edible. The 
spines should be faintly brown and 
peel off easily. Pressing the end is a 
fairly good way of telling whether or 
not the fruit is ripe, but is not always 
reliable. Smelling the blossom end will 
give a more definite idea because of 
the fact that the ripe pineapples smell 
drier and not so green as the unripe 
fruit. The fiber should be a good yel-
low. 
If green or unripe pineapples are 
purchased they may be stored in a 
cool, dry place. Putting them in the 
sun will cause them to ripen in spots . 
Among the vegetables is the aspara-
gus plant, which is a member of the 
lily family. It grows best in well-
sanded, wet soil, and takes about two 
years for it to mature enough· to have 
a good crop 'fhe edible stalks grow 
(Continued on page 5) 
Lacquer for Kitchen Tables 
W HY not lacquer your kitchen table? The Department of 
Household Equipment at Iowa 
State College has found this new paint 
finish seems to better resist the many 
and varied stains to which kitchen 
working surfaces are subjected, than 
many of the advocated finishes. Few 
brides wish to "try out" all the many 
finishes they may choose for kitchen 
tables or built-in working surfaces. No 
bride or experienced housewife wants 
a finish which must be renewed after 
six months' use. How shall they know 
what to choose? Inquiry of the many 
testing laboratories conducted by wo-
men's magazines revealed as many 
"best" finishes as answers given. So 
research has recently been carried on 
to find which finish seems to hold up 
best under kitchen conditions. 
Few housewives have escaped the 
trials of preserving time from the ef-
fect of fruit juice stains left on · table 
surfaces. Likewise hot water, fat, 
soap, or even a hot pan set down hur-
i·iedly may instantly Tuin a table. 
These very tests were applied in the 
laboratory under controlled conditions 
so each finish tested might receive 
identically the same treatment. Let 
us see how one test was applied, the 
dry heat test. Pyrex custard cups of 
By DELLA J. NORTON 
the same size were filled with a cer-
tain amount of water and heated in 
the oven until the water reached 200 
degrees F. The cups were then placed 
on the test tables and left two hours. 
Results were thus easily compared as 
to the relative effect of dry heat upon 
each fin ish. 
'l'he tops upon which the tests were 
applied were made especially for this 
purpose. Strips of poplar, maple, pine 
and oak were fastened together length-
wise. By finishing each table cross-
wise each finish could be tested on 
each of the four woods. The finishes 
applied were enamel, enamel covered 
with a "water-proof" varnish, plain 
varnish, two lacquers, hot oil , a mix-
ture of hot oil, paraffin and turpentine, 
and plain paraffin well ironed into the 
surface with a warm iron. Inlaid lin-
oleum was given the same tests. Porce-
lain enameled iron is an attractive, re-
sistant finish, but was not included as 
it is too expensive for use in many 
homes. 
When all the tests had been applied 
to all the finishes, the tables had 
somewhat the appearance of a relief 
map. On the whole, the soft woods 
showed stains worse than the hard 
woods. The oil, mixtures of oil and 
plain paraffin finishes all showed the 
stains more readily than did the paint 
finishes, the latter seemingly protect-
ing the wood better. The "water-
proof" Yarnish greatly increased the 
resisting power of the enamel and was 
not damaged by moist heat or hot wa-
ter. However, use of water-proof var-
nish does not insure protection from 
the stains left by soap or fruit juice. 
The plain varnish did not hold up well, 
being ruined by soap and dry heat. One 
of the lacquer finishes applied was a 
clear lacquer, the other ivory color. 
Both of these finishes held up better 
than others applied, while the enamel 
covered with water-proof varnish was 
a close second. The latter is much 
more difficult to apply than the lac-
quers, as it took three under coats of 
fiat white paint, two coats of enamel 
and one coat of varnish. The lacquers 
required three coats. Moist heat was 
the only stain that showed on the sur-
face of the lacquer finishes. 
Although very new on the market, 
the lacquers are giving surprising re-
sults. They may be obtained in a wide 
range of colors and are quickly applied. 
By using clear lacquer an attractive 
grain in a wood may be preserved, but 
if it is desirable to use a less expensive 
soft wood, such as pine or poplar, the 
opaque finishes are best. 
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A Pressure or a Fireless Cooker---Which? 
"sHALL I buy a pressure or a 
fireless cooker?" 
To get the facts as to the 
advantages of these two types of cook-
ers, as well as to compare them with 
the open stove method of cooking, the 
Home Administration Department at 
Iowa State College has recently tested 
these cookers. 
What has been found out, in a nut-
shell, is this: that both cookers show 
a great economy in time and money 
over the open stove method of cooking, 
and that the pressure cooker is some-
what more economical than the fire-
less- but that both have their places 
in the home, according to the needs 
of the housewife. 
Principle of Fireless Cooker 
Fireless cookers have been used for 
many, many years in their simplest 
forms. In fact, the savages who buried 
their corn and their meat in the hot 
ashes were using the fireless cooker 
principle- utilization of retained heat. 
The "hay-box" was another early adap-
tation of this same idea. 
Modern fireless cookers have added 
the principle of radiated heat to that 
of retained heat. The difficulty with 
the old "hay-box" was that it began to 
cool off immediately and lost heat' so 
rapidly that the food was insufficiently 
cooked. This has been remedied in the 
modern cookers by the use of soap 
stones ·or steel disks. By pre-heating 
these to a high temperature and put-
ting one on the bottom of the well and 
sometimes one on the top of the 
cooker pans, a high temperature may 
be retained for a long period. Food 
left in such a cooker for several hours 
is still hot enough for table service 
when removed. 
Aluminum-lined wells, multiple pans 
and ventilation for escaping steam are 
other refinements of the modern com-
mercial fireless cookers. 
Full directions for making very sat-
isfactory home-made fireless cookers 
may be obtained by sending a request 
to the Agricultural Extension Depart-
ment, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
These also may be obtained from many 
other land-grant colleges. These are 
made from cheese boxes, butter tubs, 
small barrels, large lard cans and other 
inexpensive receptacles and may be 
made at a low cost of from 50c to 
$4.50, depending upon what material 
is available at home. One compart-
ment commercial cookers, which of 
course have more refinements than 
the simpler home-made ones, cost from 
$15.00 to $22.00. 
The cooking of foods in the fireless 
cooker is possible because it has been 
found that it is not necessary to boil 
food to cook it. The fireless cooker 
lends itself particularly to foods which 
require long cooking at low tempera-
tures, such as stews, fibrous vege-
tabLes and dried fruits and vegetables. 
By ETHEL CESSNA MORGAN 
Fireless cookers have many advan-
tages. Very often the food products 
are superior to those cooked by ordi-
nary methods, many healthful foods 
which require long cooking are ren-
dered practical for daily menus, there 
is much less food wasted. by being 
cooked away, less fuel is used and 
there is much less demand on the 
homemaker's time and strength, free-
ing her for other household tasks or 
pleasures. 
Some find a "closed up" taste to the 
focds to which they object. Where the 
cooker is sanitary, this is due to fla-
vors being retained in the food rather 
than steaming into the air. This often 
disappears after the food has stood for 
a few minutes in the air or it may be 
overcome by placing the meat, for in-
stance, into the oven a few minutes to 
brown. 
There are many uses for fireless 
cookers. One homemaker suggests that 
she finds it useful to put the Sunday 
dinner in the cooker while preparing 
breakfast; to leave dinner in for the 
men at home when going away for the 
day; to send a hot dinner to the men 
when their work is too far away to 
come home at noon; to prepare one or 
two of the main dishes of the meal at 
breakfast time, when much time must 
be spent in the garden or other out-of-
doors work, to use when it is neces-
sary to cook unusually large amounts. 
Another gets water from a nearby 
spring early every summer morning 
and keeps it in her cooker so that she 
may have cool drinking water during 
the day- for fireless cookers will keep 
things cool as well as hot. 
These are but suggestive of the 
many uses to which the fireless cooker 
may be put. It will be found a very 
valuable household "friend". 
Pressure Cooker 
In recent years pressure cookers 
have been adapted to home use and 
have become very popular and have 
outsold the fireless cookers in many 
sections. Miss Florence E. Ward re-
ports that for 1920, 2509 pressur e and 
steam cookers were bought for the 
farm kitchens in 30 states of the North 
and West, while during the same per-
iod, 1661 fireless cookers were made at 
home a nd 310 purchased, and she esti-
mates that 1,008,519 hours have been 
saved by the use of these and other 
household helps. When we add to the 
number those purchasing cookers in 
the large towns and cities and the in-
crease in numbers and popularity since 
these figures were given, we see that 
pressure and fireless cookers have be-
come a very important factor in house-
keeping. 
The pressure cooker is based on a 
very different principle from the fire-
less. We all know that it is impos-
sible to cook foods higher than the 
boiling temperature under ordinary 
conditions. But by cooking them un· 
der pressure a much higher tempera-
ture can be reached. The following 
. table is interesting in this connection: 
Boiling point at 
Atmospheric pressure is ..... _________ 212° F. 
At 5 pounds pressure ................ 230° F. 
At 15 pounds pressure .............. 240° F. 
At 20 pounds pressure .............. 243° F. 
At 25 pounds pressure .............. 266° F. 
This means that food may be cooked 
much more quickly. Using this prin-
ciple, a number of manufacturers have 
developed pressure cookers which are 
thoroly safe for domestic use at a price 
within the reach of many. 
Features of Pressure Cooker 
The essential features of a pressure 
cooker are a strong kettle, usually 
of heavy aluminum, an air tight cover 
with secure locking device, a pressure 
gauge, steam vent and safety-valve 
which is simple and reliable. Any 
standard pressure cooker is perfectly 
safe if operated according to direc-
tions. 
It is particularly adapted to the 
cooking or cheaper cuts of meat, fibrous 
vegetables and a limited number of 
puddings (the temperature can be 
controlled by using a low pressure dur-
ing the raising process and a higher 
pressure during the finishing) . 
The following are the main advan-
tages claimed for the pressure cooker: 
1. Time, labor and fuel are saved. 
2. Cheaper foods are made avail-
able for every day use. 
3. Foods are never burned in cook-
ing. 
4. Foods keep hot longer in the 
heavy aluminum kettle. 
5. In cooking tough cuts of meat, 
flavors are retained to a greater ex-
tent because there is no loss of volatile 
material. 
6. An entire meal may be cooked in 
one container, thereby saving dish-
washing as well as fuel. (Flavors do 
not mix.) 
7. Foods are sterilized by the high 
temperatures. 
Most of the objections to the pres-
sure cooker come from cooking at too 
high a pressure. Foods so cooked are 
sometimes "cooked to pieces" and the 
flavor distorted by the high tempera-
ture. Most of the objections are over-
come by the proper manipulation of 
the cooker. 
One of the greatest advantages is 
the quick cooking of the cheaper cuts 
of meat. There is a saving not only in 
fuel cost, but in food costs and the 
homemaker's time as well. 
Not long ago, I served a pigeon din-
der for Sunday company in a trifle less 
than an hour's time, starting with raw 
birds. Ordinarily, pigeons of assorted 
ages require at least three hours' cook-
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-:ing, but by the use of lhe pressure 
cooker they were cooked till the flesh 
was ready to fall away from the bone 
in the time it took me to cook the po-
tatoes and set the table. 
By using foods requiring about the 
same time, a whole meal may be pre-
pared at once with no absorption of 
odors. 
As to cost and ease of operation of 
fireless and pressure cookers, an inter-
esting comparative study has just been 
carried on in the Home Equipment De-
partment, using a gas stove. 
A menu made up of different and 
representative types of food, which, 
with the addition of a salad, made a 
complete and properly balanced meal, 
was chosen. This menu was Swiss 
steak with onions, tomatoes and car-
rots, rice as a vegetable and chocolate 
bread pudding. This was cooked five 
times in the pressure cooker, four 
times in a one-compartment fireless 
cooker and three times on top of the 
stove under as nearly identical condi-
tions as possible with the following 
results: 
The resulting food products were 
carefully scored according to set stand-
ards and were as acceptable in quality 
as those cooked on top of the stove 
with the exception of the rice. The 
meat was decidedly better in the cook-
ers, with a slight advantage in favor of 
the fireless cooker. That cooked on 
top of the stove was cooked away, 
darker and of poorer flavor, while the 
rice cooked in the cookers was very 
palatable. The larger quantity of wa-
ter which could be used in the ordi-
nary method gave a slight advantage 
as to distinctness of the individual 
grains. 
The type of cooker the homemaker 
chooses depends upon her needs. Each 
has its advantages. If her household 
duties are such that she prefers to get 
her dinner early in the morning so 
that she may have freedom for a shop-
ping trip or work in the garden, by all 
means she should have a fireless 
cooker. If she prefers to cook her 
meal quickly, with possibly a roast, 
while she is setting the table and pre--
paring the rest of the meal, the pres-
COST TABLE 
Cooker Food Fuel Cost at Labor 
Weight $2.00 Necessary 
Pressure 5.28 12.43 
cu. ft. '$.0248 $.0124 50 min. prep. 1 
hr. in P. c. (not 
constant watch-
ing) 
Fireless 5.20 15.89 .0316 .0158 1 hr. 20 min. 
(prep.) 
Open kettle 5.28 27.03 .027 .027 2 hr. 35 min. 
Savings resulting. 
(Compared with apen kettle method generally used.) 
Saving Pressure Cooker Fireless Cooker 
Saving in Fuel 
Saving in Labor 
14.60 cu. ft.- 54 % 
45 min. 22.5% 
11.14 cu. ft.-41 % 
75 min 51.2% 
From the above tables it is evident 
that there is a decided saving in fuel 
by the use of either cooker. When 
translated into terms of money we can 
see just what this saving would be. A 
study of gas bills in a given city indi-
cated that the average gas bill for a 
family of four is $5.50 a month, or 15 
cents a day. Assuming that 10 cents 
would be used in preparing the dinner 
meal, according to the above figures, 
$.054 would be saved each time a pres-
sure cooker meal similar to the above 
was prepared, and $.041 saved each 
time a similar fireless cooker dinner 
was served. By frequent use of either 
cooker a substantial saving in the 
monthly gas bill would be made. 
There is also a decided saving in 
labor in each case. It took less time 
to prepare the food for the pressure 
cooker, but longer intermittent watch-
ing, while with the fireless cooker the 
necessity of pre-heating the stone and 
having the foods at boiling tempera-
tures when placed in the cooker re-
quired more time, but when the meal 
was once in the cooker it could be 
absolutely out of mind until serving 
time. 
sure cooker is more desirable as well 
as being a greater fuel saver. She 
should suit her cooker to her needs. 
Certainly the purchase of one of 
these cookers is worth while in time, 
labor and fuel saved, helping to reduce 
the high cost of living and freeing the 
homemaker's time for other essential 
home duties. 
Helps for the Spring Market 
Basket 
(Continued from page 3) 
to about six to eight inches in height, 
although sometimes a stalk ten inches 
long will be suitable for food pur-
poses. Usually, however, after the 
middle of June stalks tend to become 
tough and woody, and to develop fern 
leaves. 
Asparagus stalks should snap briskly 
when broken. 'l'his is a good test for 
freshness and desirability of the stalk. 
The color of the best stalks is pale 
green, with faint white or slightly yel-
low ends. The size of the stalk has 
little to do with the crispness, as many 
slim shoots are extremely tough and 
some of the thicker ones may be quite 
tender. Breaking them or peeling 
down the end is the best method of 
testing. The fibers will show closely 
united threads when the stalks are 
tender. 
Lettuce is now used as a salad vege-
table the year 'round, but leaf lettuce, 
which is at its best in the spring, is 
seldom served otherwise. The leaves 
should not be more than eight inches 
long, and the ends must be free from 
the milky white liquid which gives the 
leaf such a bitter taste. The leaves 
should be light green in color and 
crisp. 
Besides lettuce, there are several 
tempting greens which have all the 
qualities necessary for a satisfying 
salad . For instance, there is the water 
cress plant, of which there are several 
varieties. The leaves of the plant are 
round-lobed and smooth, and the stems 
are long and slender. The color ranges 
from bright to olive green. Most wa-
ter cress is found along shores or near 
a spring. The plant is sold in bunches 
or by the pound. 
Spinach is another green, which is 
more of the fern variety than water 
cress. It is a deeper green and the 
leaves are larger. In buying spinach, 
mal\e certain that the leaves are free, 
or nearly so, from sand. The stems 
should be pale green and the fibers 
should snap when broken. 
Swiss chard is a third garden green 
which is a favorite in many homes. 
This plant grows to about one foot in 
height and is more like leaf lettuce 
than any other green. It has a long 
white stem, which may be eaten as 
celery. The veins are white instead of 
green. 
The dandelion is being used on more 
menus now than heretofore. In many 
city stores the plants may be purchased 
as other greens, but most everyone 
has all he wants of this plant in his 
own yard. One store sells dandelion 
sprouts, which are the white roots just 
below the leaves and above the brown 
roots. The only thing to watch when 
buying the plant is that there is not 
an excess of the milky white liquid on 
the roots, which shows that the plant 
is old and tough as well as bitter. 
All in a ll , freshness and cleanliness 
are the two factors which determine 
the desirability of fresh fruits and 
vegetables. Learn to judge them by 
appearance and smell. Buy them in 
the early morning, once or twice a 
week, and keep them in cool places un-
til you use them. Your spring menus 
may be made attractive and inviting 
if you choose your fruits and vege-
tables with the same care as you do 
your staples. 
Justice is the C·nly worship; 
Love is the only priest; 
Ignorance is the only slavery; 
Happiness is the only good. 
The time to be happy is now, 
The place to be happy is here, 
The way to be happy 
Is to make other 
People happy. 
- R. G. Ingersoll. 
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GIRLS~ ~II CLUBS 
Club Work is Glorifying the Iowa Farm Girl 
Always a Club Girl 
"Seems that I shall always be con-
nected with 4-H club work in some 
form or another," says Beulah Rodgers , 
of Mahaska County. For five years 
Be.ulah has been in club work proper 
and for four years more has been con-
nected with it. She has a record of 
which any 4-H girl would be proud . 
In 1922-23 Beulah was president of 
the county organization and her coun-
ty won the silver loving cup for the 
best Home Economics Exhibit at the 
State Fair in 1922. lt was at this 
State Fair that Beulah was elected 
president of the State 4-H Girls' Clubs 
for 1922-23. 
In the summer of 1923, Beulah was 
a member of the Iowa canning demon-
stration team which was sent by the 
American Committee for Devastated 
France to demonstrate the methods of 
canning to the French girls and wo-
men. Katherine Bolibough was the 
other member of the Iowa team. Esther 
Bolibough, club leader, and Miss Jose-
phine Arnquist, state club leader, went 
with the Iowa team and were joined 
by the team from Colorado, Elaine 
Hendrick and Bertha Boger, team mem-
bers, and Miss Maud Sheridan, state 
leader. 
The next year Beulah was again 
county president. Then in 1924 she 
came to Iowa State College and kept 
right on being a 4-H girl in spirit and 
in connection with club work. That 
year the college organization of 4-H 
girls was formed and Beulah was the 
first president. 
About a year later, Ball Brothers Jar 
Company wanted to have a movie made 
showing the processes of canning and 
Beulah was one of the girls chosen to 
"act in the movies." 
All through her four years of col-
lege Home Economics work, Beulah 
has been active, and during her senior 
year has been president of the Home 
Economics Club. She will be gradu-
ated from Iowa State this June and 
has a position as assistant educational 
director of Ball Brothers Glass Jar 
Company of Muncie, Ind. 
In this position Beulah will still be 
connected with 4-H club work. She 
says, "I will spend most of my time in 
field demonstration of canning for ex-
tension people and for 4-H people in 
4-H summer camps. First, I will go 
to the American Home Economics As-
sociation convention in Asheville, 
N. C., and after spending a few clays 
in North Carolina, I will be demon-
strating at state fairs, 4-H camps and 
colleges in Virginia, Vermont, New 
York and Arkansas for the rest of the 
Beulah llodg·ers-Senior at lowa Stale 
College. 
summer. It seems that I never can get 
far away from 4-H club work." 
4-H Study in College 
Girls' 4-H clubs are the special in-
terest of a group of college Y .W. C. A. 
girls at Iowa State College, who are 
studying community contacts, espe-
cially in rural communities. 
Julia Bourne, Home Economics '29, 
a former club girl of Kossuth county, 
is in charge of this group. This group 
will meet every two weeks to work out 
together ways in which a girl with col-
lege training might be of service to her 
community. They will first analyze 
the needs of the community. Besides 
making a special· study of 4-H clubs, 
this group will devote separate meet-
ings to the study of Girl Reserves, 
Girl Scouts and Camp Fire girls. 
New Music Bul letin 
Music Memory numbers are illus-
tJ·atecl in a new music bulletin avail-
able by writing to the Extension De-
partment. Miss Fannie Buchanan of 
the educational department of the Vic-
tor Talking Machine Company has 
written a little history, story or leg-
end about each of the numbers. Write 
for your copy now. .It will help you 
in planning your next program. 
"Don't mumble your prayers, Helen, 
I can't hear a word you say." 
"I wasn't speaking to you, Mother." 
County Club Camps 
Twelve counties that we know about 
have planned club camps for this sum-
mer, and surely there are more. Wood-
bury and Plymouth Counties have 
planned their camp together at the 
Stone Park, near Sioux City, for June 
6-10 . 
Cerro Gordo, Worth and Hancock 
Counties plan to camp at Clear Lake, 
June 7-9 . 
Franklin County has planned its 
camp for June 7-9 and Clay County 
plans its camp for June 21-24. Musca-
tine County has secured the Rotary 
Hut for its camp from June 26 to July 
1. Hardin County plans a camp, but 
the elates have not been received. 
West Pottwattamie will probably 
camp at Camp Brewster, but the dates 
are not known . 
Plucky Louisa County has gone 
ahead with camp plans in spite of a 
loss of club funds thru a bank failure. 
Its camp will be the last of June. 
Marshall County has chosen the lat-
est elate for its camp, which is Aug. 2-5. 
You know the purpose of club camps 
is to give opportunity for several clays 
or a week of wholesome good time for 
club girls. The program includes sub-
ject matter on the county project, 
health work, music appreciation work 
and forestry work. The forestry work 
is directed by some member of the for-
estry extension staff and includes tree 
and plant identification, fire building, 
camp making and protective measures. 
More than all, the program includes 
fun and good times for club girls. 
Campus 4-H President 
Julia Bourne, the newly elected pres-
ident of the campus 4-H club, '';as 
state president of Iowa 4-H clubs in 
the year 1925. In the same year she 
was a member of the Iowa champion 
shoe demonstration team which en-
titled her and her teammate to a trip 
to the National Boys' and Girls' Club 
Congress, held at Chicago during the 
International Livestock Show. She 
has attended two short courses at 
Ames. "I would not take any amount 
of money for the training and inspira-
tion which I have received from my 
club work," Julia says. 
Music Memory programs broadcast 
over KOIL, at Council Bluffs, have 
been arranged by Miss Ella Laughran, 
home demonstration agent of West 
Pottawattamie County. The first pro-
gram was May 7 and the next will be 
broadcast .Tune 4 at 12: 15 p. m. 
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4·H On the Campus 
"The nicest part of life is its friend-
ships, I think," says Esther Cation of 
Clay County. 
The campus organization of 4-H girls 
had a·n opportunity to strengthen its 
friendship in its May morning break-
fast. Forty-seven club girls, represent-
ing eleven Iowa counties and two 
states, South Dakota and Minnesota, 
attended the breakfast. 
Esther Meints, former president of 
the club, presided at the program and 
each girl Jclentifiecl herself by giving 
her name, county and some of the ac-
tivities of her own club. 
Miss Josephine Arnquist, state girls' 
club leader, reminded the girls of the 
opportunities which they have during 
the summer of showing an interest and 
helping in 4-H club affairs at home. 
"Let your Farm Bureau office know 
when you go back home for the sum-
mer and offer your help," says Miss 
Arnquist. 
Mrs. Edith Barker, state specialist 
in club work, gave a summary of the 
annual report of the Iowa 4-H Girls' 
Club work. Miss Florence Forbes, 
state specialist in 4-H club work, de-
scribed the growth of the scholarship 
fund. She said, "I am looking for-
ward to the time when we will have 
one hundred scholarship girls taking 
work at Iowa State College." 
A scholarship student from Esthonia, 
Mrs. Martin, told something of the col-
leges there. She said that the Esthon-
ian colleges stressed the learning of 
the sciences, while American colleges 
stressed the application of them. 
Miss Eunice Thompson, who has 
clone work with 4-H clubs in Louisiana 
and who is now a student at Iowa 
State College, gave a glimpse of Louisi-
ana club work as she knew it. Olivette 
Pehrson of Montgomery County, ac-
companied by Esther Cation of Clay 
County, sang the Four Leaf Clover 
Song. 
A report of the meeting of committee 
women and club leaders, held at Younk-
ers' Tea Room in Des Moines during 
the annual Iowa Farm Bureau meet-
ing, was g iven by Julia Bourne. Julia, 
as a delegate from the campus 4-H 
club, explained the purpose of activi-
ties of the club. 
The following officers were elected 
for next year: Julia Bourne, Kossuth 
County, president; Betty Rittgers, Dal-
las County, vice-president; Esther Ca-
lion, Clay County, secretary and treas-
urer; Olivette Pehrson, Montgomery 
County, and Faye Blakey, ·wayne 
County, publicity chairmen. 
4-H Ships 
Howard County 4-H girls met for a 
Mother-Father-Daughter banquet and 
afternoon program in the 'iVooclman 
Hall at Cresco on May 7. "Ships that 
Sail the 4-H Seas," was the theme of 
the toast program guided by Mrs. M. 
H. Owens as toastmistress. The ships 
on the 4-H sea were named Leadership, 
Ownership, Sportsmanship, Fellowship, 
Citizenship and Marksmanship. 
Miss Josephine Arnquist, state club 
leader, was a guest at the banquet and 
program. Her part of the afternoon 
program was a talk on "The Spirit of 
Club Work."" 
You may want a Ship program some 
time for your club and the Howard 
County girls would be glad to give you 
some ideas. 
"He is the happiest, be he king or 
peasant, who finds peace in his home." 
- Goethe. 
Beulah Hodgers as Stale Club President 
-1n2. 
Good Clubs 
This comes to us from the Home 
Edition, the May issue of the "Run-
about" of Jasper County: 
Some are good clubs 
Some are not so good 





And above all 
Do something. 
They rate high 
100% I did 
90% I will 
80% I am 
70% I'll try 
60 % I think I can 
50% I might 
40% What is it? 
30% I wish I could 
20% I don't know how 
10% I can't 
00% I won't 
Miss Arnquist visited the Indian 
girls on the reservation at Tama this 
month. She took with her an exhibit 
of clothing especially designed to 
please the Indian girls. 
Review of Radio Programs 
April 23-Arbor Day Program. 
Arbor Day Message, Mrs. Edith 
Barker. 
How 4-H Club Work Has Helped 
Me in College-Borghilcl Johnson of 
Shelby County and a senior in Home 
Economics at Iowa State. 
Music Memory numbers played by 
Borghilcl Johnson. 
April 30-Miss Florence l<'orbes in 
charge. 
May 7- Music Memory numbers pre-
sented by Miss Fannie Buchanan of 
the Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany, on the Victor Orthophonic, 
with stories and legends given by 
Miss Buchanan. 
May 14- Piano duets of music memory 
numbers by Mrs. Herbert Plagge and 
Mrs. H. L. Lantz. 
How 4-H Club Work Has Helped Me 
in College-Lucille Steig of Buena 
Vista County. 
Soprano solos by Mrs. Edwards of 
Waukon, Iowa. 
Dallas County Contests 
At. the club breakfast held May Day 
morning on the Iowa State campus, • 
one of the Dallas County girls brought 
good reports of her county. Dallas 
County has this year a music memory 
contest, a picture memory contest and 
a bird memory contest. The beauty 
of these contests is that there are so 
many fine compositions and composers 
of music, so many tine pictures and 
artists and so many beautiful birds 
that you can choose new ones each 
year for many years to learn to recog-
nize and appreciate. 
"Give fools their gold, and knaves 
their power, 
Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall; 
Who sows a field or trains a flower 
Or plants a tree is more than all." 
-James Greenleaf Whittier. 
4-H at Women's Conventions 
4-H exhibits which were used at the 
Better Homes Congress in Des Moines 
last month are on exhibit at the state 
biennial meeting of the Women's Fed-
m·ated Clubs in Davenport this month . 
Scott County giris in club uniform ex-
plain and answer questions about club 
work and give to the women the leaflet 
called "4-H Club Work Is Glorifying 
the Iowa Farm Girl," which states 
some of the outstanding things about 
girls' club work. 
Miss Florence Packman, H. Ec. '17, 
formerly in the state club department, 
who has been teaching in Columbia 
University this past year, plans to sail 
for Europe May 26. She will visit 
England, Scotland, France, Switzer-
land and Italy. 
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A New Judgment Problem for Home Economics 
Look Out for Choices! 
"LOOK out for choices! They run 
into habits, character, des-
tiny." So thought Maltbie 
Babcock. Everyone who knows life 
well and is accustomed to thinking 
seriously about it, must agree that he 
is not putting the case too strongly. 
It is plainly very true that the success 
and the satisfaction we experience to-
day depend almost entirely upon the 
choices and the decisions we made yes-
terday. For do not our success and 
happiness depend on the effectiveness 
with which we solve the many prob-· 
!ems which we encounter- duties of 
the shop, the office, the home and the 
market place? The great majority of 
the problems of life are judgment 
problems-- decisions to be arrived at, 
choices to be made. 
How much opportunity and encour-
agement do we give our students to 
practice making judgments in actual 
life situations to the end that they 
may acquire skill in making wise 
choices in the life problems they will 
most assuredly meet? How many of 
us can recall being called upon very 
often to give our own opinions on 
real, worthwhile problems in our 
school work? It is true that we were 
called upon to memorize the opinions 
and judgments of other folks and to 
reproduce them when called upon, but 
this process calls for memory and not 
for judgment. Dr. Julius Boraas in 
his book, "Teaching to Think," states 
that he has visited many hundreds of 
class rooms for the purpose of observ-
ing teaching methods and that he has 
yet to see a judgment recitation. My 
own observations, while not nearly so 
extensive as those of Dr. Boraas, sub-
stantiate his statements very fully. 
It is not easy always to estimate in 
advance the importance of any one 
choice or to predict its results. His-
tory reveals to us how, at times, the 
fate of nations, the destiny of millions 
has been determined by what appeared 
to be, at . first, very unimportant deci-
sions of their rulers. Probably all the 
choices we make, even to the smallest 
of them, have considerable influence 
on our careers. There are, however; 
three large important decisions or 
choices which overshadow all others 
we might name when considered in the 
By A MERE MAN 
light of their influence on our success 
and happiness. 
Three Important Decisions 
The first and doubtless the most im-
portant of the three is the ?nOTal 
cho·ice, which we all must make in our 
lives when we finally decide whether 
we shall live honest, upright lives or 
lives of sin and dishonesty. I believe 
that every sane individual makes this 
choice at some time in his life. 
The second great choice is the 
choice of a life wo1·k, which, it seems, 
very few of us make intelligently. 
The third great choice is the choice 
of a life mate. Judging from the large 
number of divorces we have in this 
country, it would seem that we make 
this choice about as intelligently and 
successfully as we make either of the 
other two of this great triumvirate. 
It seems to me that when all these 
three choices are wisely made, happi· 
ness, success and all other great satis-
factions of life will most surely result 
and that just as surely will misery, 
failure and disappointment be the re-
sult if these three choices are poorly 
made. 
Challenge to Home Economics 
Teachers 
But all this by way of introduction. 
The real burden of my story has to do 
with the last-mentioned choice- the 
choice of a life mate. And right here 
I wish to challenge the teachers of 
homemaking in this country. What 
m·e yo7t doing to insuTe happy hornes 
joT the fntun·, to lessen domestic cliffi· 
culties ancl b1'ol>;en homest You teach 
your students to bake cakes and pies, 
to cook meats and vegetables, to care 
for the house, to make and repair 
clothing--and you do it exceedingly 
well. But too many of· you stop at 
this point, evidently not appreciating 
the fact that proficiency in the above 
mentioned skills has relatively small 
influence on the happiness and suc-
cess of the home if the two homemak-
ers are not well mated. I know some 
very unhappy homes in which the 
wives are most excellent cooks and 
housekeepers and I know some happy 
homes where the wives could not, by 
any stretch of the imagination, be 
called good cooks or good housekeep-
ers. But these last are good home-
makeTs and they have become so 
mainly because they have been for-
tunate enough to secure for their life 
mates men of congenial dispositions, 
similar interests and vision, equal in· 
telligence and ability. 
I am aware of the studies which 
have been recently made on the sub-
ject of divorce and have noted that 
brutality, drunkenness, non-support, 
desertion, unfaithfulness and some 
other such factors have been listed as 
the causes for divorces; and they 
doubtless are the immediate reasons. 
But back of all these, causing most 
of them and explaining them, lies the 
fact that two natures or personalities 
very much unlike, perhaps diametric-
ally opposed to one another in their 
most fundamental characteristics, 
have tried to live as one in the inti· 
mate relationship of marriage and 
have found it intolerable and impos· 
sible. These other factors listed above 
are symptoms of the disease and not 
the causes, more often than not. 
Marriage Failures 
We hear a great deal of the divorce 
evil and to some of our reformers the 
making of divorce impossible would 
solve all marital problems; but divorce 
is not in itself an evil thing, but rather 
a device which all progressive coun-
tries have adopted as a legal means of 
escape from the intolerable agony of 
domestic unhappiness. The existence 
of divorce at all is indicative of evil 
conditions and we should not spend 
our time and energy in bemoaning di-
vorce, but rather we should study the 
conditions which make divorce desir-
able to the end that we should eradi-
cate or eliminate them. At least this 
would be a more scientific approach. In 
the meantime, it is ridiculous to hold 
that a delicate, sensitive woman must 
endure for a life time the abuse of a 
drunken, brutal, profligate man, just 
because she has made a mistake in a 
choice for which she . had little or no 
preparation. No, the evil thing is not 
the divorce, but the unhappy condi-
tions which make divorce desirable or 
imperative. 
My proposition is simply this; that 
the causes for most of the failures in 
married life are to be found in the 
fact that between the contracting 
parties there exists too wide a gap 
between their personalities, their vi-
sions, their sense of relative values, 
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their interests, ideals and standards. 
This great disparity does not always 
lead to an open break and end in a 
divorce simply because one or both of 
the parties, through love for the chi!· 
dren, if any, through fear of notoriety 
or because of poverty manage to so 
change or to stifle their individuality 
as to make life tolerable. But is such 
a condition much more desirable than 
a divorce? Certainly no one in such a 
home can be very happy. Nor can they 
reach their full stature of growth as 
parents, as citizens, as individuals. It 
is also questionable whether the sacri-
fice made by unhappy parents in liv-
ing together for the sake of their 
children is justified by the rest!lts. 
Probably the effect of being reared in 
an unhappy, strained atmosphere is 
more disastrous to the proper develop-
ment of children than to be deprived 
of one parent, usually the more unde-
sirable one. 
Ideals and Standards 
If space permitted, I could describe 
in detail concrete cases which demon-
strate that disparity in interests, vi-
sion, ideals and dominant personal 
qualities constitutes the real basic 
cause for unhappy domestic life. But 
it should not be necessary to go to the 
extent of giving concrete illustrations, 
for it must be apparent to anyone that 
the ideals and standards, the personal 
qualities and tastes one possesses de-
terminate not only his general attitude 
toward life, but also very largely his 
opinions or views regarding the solu-
tion of any specific life problem. The 
problem involved in planning the fu-
ture of the family, in building and 
furnishing a home,· in the care· and 
training of children, in saving and in-
vestment, in recreation, etc., all will 
serve to strengthen the bonds between 
man and wife if similar ideals, stand-
ards and interests are brought to bear 
on their solution. If these last are 
diametrically opposed, such problems 
only create friction, disagreement and 
loss of respect. In such cases the ar-
rival of children does not prove the 
panacea it is held to be by some. The 
children in many cases aggravate the 
trouble simply by presenting more 
vital problems on which the parents 
may disagree. 
Adjustment Is Necessary 
But, you say, it is necessary for peo-
ple to adjust themselves to one another 
and that it is their plain duty to do 
so. That may be so and in the most 
perfectly matched couples there will 
always be considerable adjustment to 
make, but not so much that it cannot 
be made without too great a loss on 
either side. But too great an adjust-
ment is not possible. People are what 
they are mainly by virtue of their in· 
heritance and their early training. It 
is most difficult, if not impossible, to 
make any radical changes in an adult's 
attitudes, ideals and habits of think· 
ing and behavior. 
How much easier the adjustment, 
how much more painless and success-
ful when the two parties involved have 
similar ideals, compatible interests and 
philosophies of life. It will be hard 
enough even then, but when there ex-
ists a very radical difference in these 
fundamental factors, one of two things 
is almost bound to occur-either there 
is an open break resulting in divorce 
or separation or one of the couple vir-
tually sells his or her soul, relinquishes 
his or her ideals, becomes a stunted 
personality, only a shadow of what the 
Creator intended. Revising marriage 
laws, making divorce more difficult, 
will never solve the problem. The ac-
tual number of divorces may be less-
ened by such means, but it will not de-
crease the number of unhappy homes 
and this should be the real object of 
our endeavors. 
How Education Can Remedy 
I trust that I have made by case 
clear. Stated briefly, it is this: That 
the home is the bulwark of our civiliza-
tion and that this bulwark is being 
very seriously weakened by domestic 
unhappiness, which expresses itself in 
divorce and separation; that unhappi-
ness is caused mainly by the inCO!ll· 
ratability of personalities, ideals, atti-
tudes and interests of the contracting 
parties; that the personal traits, ideals, 
attitudes and interests are too deeply 
rooted in heredity and in early train· 
ing to be radically altered in adult life, 
except in exceptional cases, perhaps, 
and that the logical, sane method of 
preventing domestic unhappiness and 
its attendant evils lies in teaching our 
young people to choose their life mates 
with a view to the similarity of the 
vital factors mentioned above. 
Let us admit, for the sake of further 
discussion, that all which precedes is 
true. Two questions immediately con-
front us: ( 1) Can we develop in our 
boys arid girls the skill or ability to 
choose their life mates intelligently'? 
(2) Will not such a cold-blooded, busi· 
ness-like method of choosing a life 
mate take all the romance and tender 
sentiment out of this glorious spring-
time period of life? Is there no such 
thing as love and is not love blind and 
impossible of direction? 
Let us consider these two questions 
briefly. As to the first, I am confident 
that we do not know whether young 
people can or cannot be taught how to 
choose their life mates. Up to the 
present this topic has been tabooed, 
along with others equally momentous, 
having to do with the relations be-
tween men and women, and therefore 
nothing of a systematic nature in the 
way of instruction has been attempted. 
Thousands of the young folks of every 
generation have paid the price in 
ruined lives and blighted hopes for 
the omission of this instruction by 
their elders. 
But because it has not been done in 
the past nor because we have at pres-
ent no technique for teaching this abil· 
ity to our young folks, we should not 
conclude that it cannot be done. If we 
approached such problems as the one 
in question in the same spirit as we of 
. this generation attack our mechanical 
engineering problems, the solutions 
would be forthcoming long ere this. 
The fact is that social engineering is 
still in swaddling clothes; while mate· 
rial engineering is well into the long-
pants stage. For the welfare of hu-
manity, they should be parallel in their 
development and probably one of the 
big problems of this age is to encour-
age the rapid growth of the infant 
without retarding unduly the develop-
ment of the lusty youth. 
As for the ability of the high school 
students to grapple with such matters, 
one must not be too dogmatic. My ex-
perience assures me that high school 
students possess more thinking ability 
than we ordinarily credit them with. 
I understand that psychologists have 
failed to discover any marked growth 
of intelligence after seventeen or eigh-
teen years of age. Moreover, we can 
also be assured that students of the 
later adolescent period are very . apt 
to be thinking on just such matters 
and be ready to entertain any guidance 
we would tactfully give them. 
Regarding the loss of romance, I 
have only this to say. Romance after 
marriage and lasting all through life 
is much more desirable and satisfac-
tory than the romance of the court-
ship which dies with marriage. In-
deed, it is not clear to me that the ro-
mance of the courtship would need to 
be forfeited. I am very much of the 
opinion that the romance attending 
the courtship of two well-mated indi-
viduals of similar interests, tastes and 
ideals will be much more satisfactory 
and enjoyable, will foster a deeper re-
spect and admiration than a courtship 
of two persons who are radically dif· 
ferent in these fundamental qualities. 
What Can Be Done 
Whether this is true or not, the 
question still remains- what are you 
going to do about it? Maybe it is not 
fair to direct this challenge at the 
teachers of homemaking, but, accord· 
ing to tradition, the choice is made by 
the sex whose instruction is your spe· 
cial charge. If this is true, then the 
major part of the responsibility is 
yours and you are in duty bound to 
gr~pple with it. I do have a suspicion 
that the men exercise some little 
choice in the matter and I believe that 
some instruction should be given them, 
also. Which teacher is responsible for 
the instruction of the boys I do not 
know, nor do I feel that it matters 
much, so long as the work is well 
done. Probably · the health teacher, 
the science teacher and the citizenship 
teacher should all be making their con-
tributions to the development of this 
ability. Beyond doubt, their subjects 
contain much information which, if 
carefully selected and properly taught, 
would aid very materially in the de-
velopment of the ability to choose one's 
life partner intelligently. 
As in all educational problems, two 
main problems face us here. The first 
one is- what shall we teach? The sec-
ond one is-how shall we teach it? We 
know as little of one as of the other. 
We must first determine the subject 
matter as scientifically as possible. 
This would involve a close study of 
many concrete cases of bot}). happy and 
(Continued on page 131 
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OUR NEW PRESIDENT 
Raymond Mollyneaux Hughes, pres-
ent president of Miami University, Ox-
ford, Ohio, was named president of 
Iowa State by the State Board of Ed-
ucation, May 6. 
The appointment of Professor 
Hughes to the presidency marked the 
end of a considerable deliberation in 
the choosing of an executive to suc-
ceed Dr. Raymond A. Pearson, whose 
resignation took effect September first 
of last year. Since Dr. Pearson's res-
ignation, the vacancy has been filled 
by Professor Hetman A. Knapp, bus i-
ness manager and treasurer of the 
college, who will continue in the ca-
pacity of acting president until Pro-
fessor Hughes assumes his newly ap-
pointed duties next September. 
President Hughes is a native Iowan, 
horn 53 years ago at Atlantic, Cass 
County. He acquired his early edu-
cation in this state, but went to Miami 
University for his collegiate work, 
where he received his A. B. degree. 
He was granted the degree, master of 
science, from Ohio State University, 
in 1897, after two years of work as fel-
low in chemistry. With chemistry as 
a major work, Professor Hughes did 
graduate study at Massachusettes In-
stitute of Technology in 1907-08. 
After finishing his college work, 
President Hughes returned to his alma 
mater, Miami University, where he 
served successively as professor of 
physics, professor of chemistry and 
dean of the college of liberal arts. H e 
is an educator of wide experience and 
has done outstanding work among the 
colleges and secondary· schools of the 
country. 
The new president is a member of the 
American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, Delta Kappa Epsilon 
and Phi Beta Kappa. He is a member 
of the Presbyterian church. 
VEISHEA 
The College of Home Economics was 
again awarded the sweepstake prize 
for open house during the sixth an-
nual Veishea, May 12, 13 and 14. The 
sale of 2,000 cherry pies featured the 
open he-use and every pie was sold 
long before the crowd ceased to gath-
er. Within the division, the depart-
ment of Applied Art was awarded the 
sectional prize. 
The Ceramic Engineering Depart-
ment float was awarded the sweep-
stake prize of the parade. Among the 
Home Economics floats, the Foods and 
Nutrition Department won first prize. 
Approximately 3,000 people attended 
the 1927 Veishea. The gala three-day 
celebration ended with the illuminated 
rep'roduction of the campanile in fire-
works. 
The Allied Arts Guild is an organ-
ization composed of instructors and 
students who are interested in appre-
ciation and work in art. This Guild 
has been fostering a greater apprecia-
tion of art at Iowa State, and within 
the past few months has brought many 
exhibits to the campus. 
.Jean Milroy MacColl, Home Eco-
nomics '27, was crowned Queen of May, 
Thursday afternoon, May 12, at the 
May Fete, "An Old English May Day." 
The crown was placed on her h ead by 
Ethel Greenway, May Queen of 1926. 
.Jean, daughter of Senator and Mrs. 
A. M. MacColl of Woodward, Iowa, 
came to Iowa State four years ago and 
has been active on the campus during 
her college course. She was Big Sister 
Chief two years ago and is affiliated 
with the Kappa Delta sorority. 
Modern Dress 
(Continued from page 1) 
is of a larger size, on the average, than 
it ever has been before. This is the 
result of common sense in our dress. 
Our girls have become more athletic 
and do not try to pinch their feet into 
tiny shoes, but wear for comfort. 
Regardless of the objections to mod-
ern dress, it is obvious that the ad-
vantages much over-weigh the objec-
tions. We have reached a stage nearer 
the ideal for freedom, appearance and 
comfort than ever before. Of course, 
there are those who carry to extreme, 
but this cannot be an objection, as 
we will always find this. Let me re-
mind the objectors of one thing. They 
usually say the young girls are im-
modest. I wonder if any of those 
same objectors spend any time at the 
beach or swimming. I wonder if they 
wear the modern costume for swim-
ming, or if they try to cover every 
inch of their bodies with heavy, 
weighty costumes one could never 
swim in. Of course, they wear the 
usual thing. And they think nothing 
of it. Immodest? I am sure every-
one has seen a pair of knees and they 
should not be something to shock one. 
It is not immodesty. It is an awaken-
ing to common sense and real comfort. 
"I slept and dreamed that life was 
Beauty; I woke and found that life 
was Duty."-Browning. 
IN RESPONSE 
To the Editor: 
As I am the lesser one-fourth of a 
very charming and capable Home Eco-
nomics graduate, I can hardly help 
writing a reply to the article which ap-
peared in your last issue. 
You know, being the husband of this 
wonderful homemaker, one might ex-
pect me to agree with the man who 
contends that the H. Ec. graduate 
makes the better homemaker, but 
while my wife has her back turned, I 
want to shout "No! She does not-
generally.'' My wife is a perfect home-
maker; she does her work, plays, 
knows how to keep up with all the 
news of the day, can discuss my busi-
ness with me and has some inner sense 
that tells her when to talk to me and 
when not to. All in all, she comes 
within group 3 of the classification our 
writer friend gave in the last issue. 
But then , my wife is an exception. 
Now, I can hear someone saying, 
"Well, of course he'd say that about 
his wife," but I might say that obser-
vation is oftimes a criterion. I have 
observed within the group of my wife's 
H . Ec. and non-H. Ec. friends that .the 
non-H. Ecs. are generally the most 
happy, Why? They do not do things 
scientifically; they often do things in-
correctly; they blunder; but they 
laugh along at their mistakes and have 
real good times with their families. 
Now, I am not saying that a H. Ec. 
cannot do this, but they usually worry 
about all their efficiency and correct 
manner of doing things and forget that 
the round of housekeeping is but a 
small share of homemaking. 
Now don't think I am not in favor 
of H. Ec. training. I am. But, if I 
can put any little bee in a co-ed bon-
net, let it be this: get all your scien-
tific training-and remember it; but 
don't forget to learn how to read, to 
watch and to develop culturally. Don't 
let your training make a grind of you. 
As I once heard a man say, "Let sci-
ence be damned if we have to forget 
the real fun and happiness of life.'' 
-From a Mere Husband .. 
SENIOR RECOGNITIONS 
White sweater jackets have been 
chosen as the class reoognition of the 
1927 co-eds of Iowa State. The first 
morning of Veishea, the seniors 
marched en masse in their white out-
fits to convocation and made a picture 
across the campus. The Home Eco-
nomics students display a miniature 
black mortar board on the pocket; co-
eds of other divisions have mortar 
boards of other colors. Two years ago 
the senior women chose white sweater 
jackets for their class insignia, but 
the 1927 jackets are of a different 
modeL They are of knit material, with 
a tighter knit band of the same ma-
terial around the bo.ttom. 
A little word in kindness spoken, 
A motion, or a tear, has often 
Healed the heart that's broken, 
And made a friend sincere. 
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THETA SIGMA Pill CONTEST 
l\Irs. Della J. Norton, 2811 \Vest Street, Ames, was 
the first prize winner of both the feature story and 
editorial contests. Her feature article ,"Lacquct· for 
the Kitchen '!'able,'' appears in this issue, and · her 
prize editorial, '' Teaching Hon~-emaker Homrunak-
ing, '' appears on this page. 
'l'he second prize feature article was written by 
l\Iary l\Ioscr, Ind. Sci. '28, on '' The Children's Hour.'' 
'!'his article also appears in this issue. Honorable 
mention in the feature storv contest was awarded to 
Nielsinc Hanson, H. Ec. '28,· for her story, ''Our 
Electric Servant.'' 
l\Iargaret l\1amettc, H. Ec. '28, wrote the editorial , 
"Spring Cleaning," and received Hecond prize in that 
contest. 
'fEACHING HOMEMAKERS HOMEMAKING 
T n a recent book by Edward C. Lindaman, " 'I' he 
l\lennings of Adult Education,'' the hope is expressed 
th::tt some day "education might be brought out of 
eollege halls into the lives of people who do the work 
of the world.'' 
Iowa State College offers many opportunities for 
such adult education. One of the most interesting is 
the non-collegiate homemaker 's department, in whi0h 
105 women have cmolled during the present quartm·. 
No prerequisites are required for enrollment in any of 
the many phases of Home Economics offered. Many 
of the women are from homes in Ames, but as knowl-
edge of the work spreads, women from various parts 
of the state come for one or more quarter's work. '!'his 
qu~rter 32 women have enrolled from outside of Ames. 
A young woman about to establish a home may have 
as her partner in foods preparation a mother anxious 
to ''keep up'' with her daughter enrolled in the four 
year Home Economics course. Aside from the courses 
based on fooqs, clothing, applied art and home man-
agement, work may be taken in physical education, 
ceramics, English, history and scveml other related 
subjects. All are planned to meet the various needs 
of homemakers interested in applying the best known 
methods to their profession. One woman who took 
the course in large quantity cookery later managed 
the dining room of the country club in her home town. 
'l'he women thus express some of the ways they 
have been helped by these courses: '' Through my work 
in Homemaker's classes I hav·e gained knowledge that 
will enable me to refinish my fumiture and floors at a 
saYing of several hundred dollars.'' '' 'l'he Home-
maker 's course has given me something that I have 
wanted and longed for all my life. 'l'o the woman 
whose education was limited and opportunities few, 
it is a wonderful opportunity.' '' I , in the clothing 
class, am making a dress for ten dollars for which I 
would pay at least thirty dollars were I to buy it ready 
made. '' ''I know from my work in handicraft that 
with a little paint, a little patience and much appre-
ciation of line and color, any housewife may add to 
the beauty and comfort of her home.' '' CorrectiYc 
gym is a wonderful help to the homemaker, although 
she may not realize how great a help it is until she 
has taken one or two qu:11ters work.'' 
'l'hesc, and many other expressions, show the col-
lege is playing a vital part in the lives of "people 
who do the work of the world " and enroll in the adult 
classes. 
SPRING CLEANING 
\Vith the advent of spring come memories of old-
time house-cleaning week we knew in former days 
at home. Every year the old medicine bottles that 
had accumulated during the past winter, the worn-
out rugs and broken seated chairs, the old winter 
clothing and what-not were carried to the woodshed 
to be disposed of in 'some manner. 
Nowadays we don't wait for spring to clear out our 
old furniture and do away wtih our beyond-repair 
dothing, but there is a certain satisfaction in spring 
cleaning, just the same. 
\Ye might decide to clean out some of the old ideas 
we have been harboring all winter instead of the 
''sulphur and 'lassos to take the meannoss out of us,'' 
we might decide to do away with several of the things. 
which have lain against our conscience for the past 
year. Inst-ead of the spring tonics, we could try 
spring resolutions a11d make it a point to keep them 
until summer has come, at least. 
With modem methods of doing household and other 
tasks, it seems ridiculous we should be working with 
wom-out equipnvont, and with present t rends of 
thought toward improving our time, we would seem 
just as ridiculous if we did not make some special 
effort to rearrange our schedules to accomplish some-
thing which will be worth-while. 
Spring is such a happy time to do things, surely 
we can at least make an effo-rt to improve our present 
work even though we cannot do any more. 
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Who's There and Where 
Morda V. Coleman who was gradu-
ated from the Home Economics Di-
vision of Ivwa State College in Aug-
ust, 1919, is employed in the publicity 
department of the West Coast Lumber 
Trade Extension Bureau. While in 
college she became a member of Theta 
Sigma Phi, national honorary and pro-
fessional fraternity for women in 
journalism, Mortar Board, a national 
union of senior honorary societies for 
women, and Sigma Kappa, social sor-
ority. 
She has written for the Homemaker 
an acco-unt of her activities since her 
graduation from Iowa State. 
"A Bachelor of Science degree in 
Home Economics with a minor in 
journalism (which was a major so far 
as interest was concerned) would not 
seem to· be of much use in the lumber 
business. Tracing Louis XIV furni-
ture for house notebooks and writing 
news stories for journalism on Iowa 
State's prize hog might not appear to 
lead to laying out booklets on Doug-
las fir and compiling facts on the Pa-
cific northwest timber stand. Which 
shows that you never can tell where 
you're apt to finish after spending a 
few years at Iowa State College. 
"Several years of restless wander-
ing followed the gaining of this de-
gree, connected with which was the 
acquiring of much miscellaneous and 
very useful knowledge on writing in 
general from Prof. F. W. Beckman 
and Prof. Harry R. O'Brien. May 
their memories ever stay green for 
the encouragement and inspiration 
which they gave to struggling journ-
alists! In this connection thanks 
should also go. to the Home Economics 
professors who occasionally shut their 
eyes to the fact that I was scribbling 
a news story with a very black pencil 
instead of neatly noting in ink their 
remarks on History of Art. 
"I tried magazine work in Des 
Mc-:nes. I taught country school in 
Iowa once and high school in Idaho 
for four months. I wrote ·advertise-
ments about $29.50 coat sales for a 
very Je'wish department store. I saw 
a real Round·Up, interviewed pioneers 
c.f 1846, and became thoroughly sold 
on the Pacific northwest while acting 
as society editor, feature writer, and 
general reporter on a Washington 
newspaper. 
"For my wandering had led me west. 
I had lived all my life before in Iowa 
and the treeless prairies of South Da-
kota. As a little girl I had loved trees 
-planted and watered them tenderly 
and wept when they were often killed 
by hc·t summer winds. I had known 
Morda V. Coleman 
how trees were used for my father 
was and is a lumberman. The smell 
of fresh cut lumber and sawdust had 
always lured me to the lumber yard. 
I had seen the planks and boards go 
out from there to be transformed into 
a new home, a windmill, a ladder, or 
a chicken house. 
"My first trip over the Cascade 
mountains into western Washington 
showed me bigger trees than I had ev-
er dreamed of. Instead of the few 
bending cottonwoods beside a shallow 
stream, under which I had played as 
a child, I found here in the Douglas fir 
belt of \Vashington and Oregon miles 
and miles of trees. Trees so tall that 
they formed a green ceiling more than 
100 feet above my head . Trees so 
large that I could not reach both arms 
even one side of the brown trunks, 
set closely together like massive col-
umns. Trees which I learned stretched 
--a continuous band of greenery-
from British Columbia to southern Or-
egon. 
"My interest in these forests grew 
with closer acquaintance. It came to 
sudden life more than a year age. when 
I read of the plan of the loggers and 
lumber m.anufacturers of this region 
to tell lumber users what the \Vest 
Coast really has in the way of timber 
resources. 
"What romance could be woven . 
about these giant trees and the horm s 
which they build! I thc.ught of the 
hundreds of middle western girls who 
---' 
had built houses (on paper) as I ha1l 
once in the old Home Economics build-
ing; who had graduated and married 
and were now building real homes of 
their own. I believed they would be 
as interested as I to know more of 
the big trees from the Pacific north-
west forests. 
"With an exceedingly vague idea in 
mind, I nevertheless applied and was 
accepted the next month as a member 
of the newly organized staff of the 
West Coast Lumber Trade Extension 
Bureau with headquarters in Seattle. 
The first national advertising and lit-
erature was just being written. I was 
to do publicity work but the publicity 
department was still in the future. 
"Collecting statistics and figuring on 
the lumber industry was my first job. 
I had a big surprise ahead of me. Prac-
tically everyone comes west with the 
idea that timber is a thing of the past. 
Contrary to this popular belief that 
America will soon run out of lumber, 
figures from a forester showed me that 
Oregon, Washington, and California 
have now more standing timber than 
the total cut since logging started 
more than 100 years ago in the 13 
states of New York, Pennsylvania, 
Michigan, \Visconsin, Minne·sota, In-
diana, Ohio, New Hampshire, Massa-. 
chusetts, Connecticut, Maine, Vermont 
and Rhode Island. 
"'Then I discc.vered that the av-
erage year by year cut in the Douglas 
fir region is only 1.6 per cent (approx-
imately) of the total standing timber 
here which amounts to 750 billion 
board feet or enough to build 75 mil-
lion average sized American homes. 
Mc.re than 50 per cent of lhis is owned 
by the Federal government and sub-
ject to logging, only at the discretion 
of Forest Service officials. 
"My next and greatest surprise was 
that the old forests are being regrown 
at the rate of three billion board feet 
a year on the le-gged-off lands and five 
billion board feet additional growth 
on old stands. Forest authorities say 
that these new forests may be expect-
ed to produce from 60,000 to 100,000 
board feet per acre C·f forest regrowth. 
"Why are these new forests? That 
is a question often asked, not only by 
tourists going through the Pacific 
northwest but also by old residents 
of the section. They ride along a high-
way, going through a forest section 
where the virgin timber was cut a few 
years before. They see nothing but 
the great blackened stumps and the 
fallen timber which was not good 
enough to bother to take out. 
"'Well, the lumbermen surely made 
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a wreck of this place,' is the comment 
as they ride on. H they would but 
stop their car, get out, and make their 
way to the apparently barren hillside, 
they would see a far different sight. 
They would not be able to step with-
out crushing the tiny evergreen trees, 
carpeting every inch of the ground to 
the far distant ridge. Millions of lit-
tle Douglas fir trees have come up 
without the aid of man as soon as 
the old growth was removed! 
"Here is the second crop of timber 
which is growing throughout the north-
west today on countless mountain sides; 
on slopes too steep ever to be used 
for agriculture; in canyons too dark 
and moist to grow any crop save that 
of trees. But the land will produce 
trees faster and better than any other 
forest region in the world, outside of 
the tropics. The long, clear summers 
and rainy, warm winters make ideal 
timber growing conditions. In addition 
to Douglas fir, which makes up ap-
proximately 70 per cent of all timber 
west of the Ro~ky mountains, the 
three other important commercial 
woods are West Coast hemlock, Wes-
tern red cedar, and Sitka spruce. 
"The problem of fire control goes 
hand in hand with the growth of new 
timber and I so-on discovered that 
these forests are the best protected in 
the world. A sum ranging between 
one and two million dollars, depending 
on the season, is spent every year In 
Washington and Oregon to prevent 
and fight forest fires. Timber land 
owners and lumbermen pay 76 cents 
of every one of these dollars and a 
good share of their money is spent to 
protect their new forests on the 
Jogged-off lands from the match of 
the careless smoker and the camp-
fire of the heedless traveler. 
"'Of what interest are these new 
forests to me, a reader of the Iowa 
Homemaker? Vlhy should I care 
whether or not the little trees grow 
again on mountain sides which I have 
never seen?' 
"Here is the reason-my last and 
most fascinating discovery. The a!" 
most miraculous regrowth of Pacific 
northwest forests is an assurance that 
American families wi!J always be able 
to afford comfortable, beautiful, and 
economical homes of wood. Durable, 
sturdy lumber will always be forth-
coming from the great forested areas 
close to the north Pacific ocean at a 
price which the ordinary person can 
afford to pay. 
"No other country in the world has 
had this advantage. For generations 
timber has been so scarce ip Europe 
and Asia that the working classes have 
been able to build only small houses of 
stone, clay, mud, thatching, etc. As 
the sons and daughters marry they 
cannot afford a home of their own but 
must Jive under crowded and often un-
sanitary conditions with a consequent 
lowering of Jiving standards. 
"Americans have always had an 
abundant supply of timber. From the 
New England forests came the lumber 
to build the Coltmial homes which still 
represent the finest type of American 
architecture. As the pioneers pushed 
westward they found forests always 
ahead of them. Until they reached the 
last and greatest forests of them all 
-those of the West Coast. 
"From the immense trees here build-
ers discovered they could get the same 
beautiful, wide paneling and finish; 
the same sturdy summerbeams, wide 
clapboards, and shakes which Colonial 
craftsmen found in the virgin pine 
trees of the east. From these new 
western forests lumber could be got-
ten to duplicate the many Colonial 
types-most artistic and homelike of 
all American homes. This lumber 
has gone throughout the civilized 
world. It has built homes from Alas-
ka to Australia; from China round the 
world again to Russia. 
"Until the word went out that here 
was America's last timber stand and 
with it the rumor that soon there 
would be no more lumber. And those 
who had no opportunity to see for 
themselves began to think that this 
might be true. They knew nothing of 
the new forests springing up every 
year which would produce lumber for 
their children's homes. 
!'Out of this came the lumber indus-
try's national program to tel! the world 
that here, rather than the last timber 
stand, is "America's Permanent Lum-
ber Supply." And as one of the most 
minor of details, out of it came also 
my present position, the most inter-
esting work I ever expect to do." 
Gamma Chapter of Omicron Nu has 
recently initiated the following women 
to membership: Seniors, Mrs. Lena 
Gilbert, Ames; Beryl Spinney, Ames ; 
Susan Scurr, Gilman; Virginia Parrish, 
Grinnell; Mildred Hawkins, Rock Rap-
ids; Virginia Buck, Des Moines; and 
Florence 'Vilson, Roland; Juniors, 
Helen Kallenberg, Ames; Winnifred 
Mighell, Holstein; Cleo Fitzsimmons, 
Des Moines; Helen Mauthe, Washing-
ton; and Dorothy Dean Heryford, 
Ames. 
New Judgment Problem 
(Continued from page 9) 
unhappy homes. Gradually certain 
definite principles would be developed 
and carefully verified. The next step 
would be the development of teaching 
situations or activities which would 
so present these essential principles as 
to develop the ability desired . I can-
not state these principles nor describe 
these teaching activities. I know no 
more of this matter than you do, my 
gentle reader. But both you and I 
know a few facts concerning this mat-
ter of marriage. We know that by in-
fluencing young people in the choice of 
their life mates we have an opportun-
ity to touch destiny. We know it is 
very imperative that something be 
done very soon to safeguard the homes 
of America. And we know that we are 
doing little or nothing at present, ex-
cept in isolated cases, to insure that 
the choice of a life partner will be 
wisely dealt with by the future home-
makers of America. 
Be pleasant every morning until ten 
o'clock. The rest of the day will take 
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The Children's Hour books for children under five years of age, according to Walter Taylor Field 
and Clara M. Hunt, leading authori-
ties on the subject: By MARY E. MOSER 
EVERY child should become fam-iliar with books and get his lit· 
erary inspiration in the home. A 
good reading foundation can be · laid 
in his childhood days, for it is then 
that he wants to be entertained, to 
have special attention, and to be in-
formed on all kinds of subjects. These 
sources may be utilized to create a 
love for liter~ture thru pictures, story-
telling and flltj.ding. 
Good results have been obtained 
where parents have set aside a definite 
time for children's literature. If it 
comes the same time every day, even, 
a very small child will soon look for-
ward to it. Some parents have used 
an hour in the morning or one after 
lunch, but many people prefer the even-
ing, the "bed-time story" hour. Some 
homes do not have this children's 
hour, for the parents think they do not 
know how to choose suitable mtaerial 
nor do they have the means to supply 
it. But our librarians help solve this 
dUI\culty for they give suggestions as 
to the reading material which can be 
obtained from them for a certain 
period of time. 
A baby's first book will naturally be 
a picture book, for pictures appeal to 
him with great force, especially if they 
are colored. These become a reality to 
the child, and so he pats the dog in 
the book, lays his cheek against it, and 
is quite content in its companionship. 
Animal pictures are, especially, pre-
ferred by children during their first . 
two years. Picture books can be made 
by cutting simple and artistic prints 
from magazines and pasting them into 
a book made of common heavy wrap-
ping paper. The pictures by Jessie 
Wilcox Smith are a favorite with the 
children, and they are probably the 
best and most characteristic of any 
produced in our country. 
The Mother Goose picture book, with 
its rhymes, should be in the posses-
sion of every child, for these rhymes 
have the essential characteristics of 
literature in the child's sphere of life, 
for they are not only a stimulus to 
their imagination, but they teach valu-
able lessons of love and of correct 
habits. They cultivate a sense of in-
quiry in the child's mind and they al-
so impart knowledge. 
Some may object to these rhymes 
on the ground that they are nonsensi-
cal, inconsistent and ungrammatical. 
But all do not have these objections, 
and one may choose some and omit 
others. 
The nursery classic tales in the 
form of fables and fairy stories are a 
delight to the children between the 
ages of three and five. They like such 
stories as "The Three Bears" and "Lit-
tle Red Riding Hood," for these stories 
are adapted to childhood since they 
represent things in the best language 
that children can grasp and retain, and 
they inspire the growth of right con-
duct. 
Yet some people object to the fables, 
saying that they are absurd in regard 
to animals talking, and that they re-
flect a despotic civilization in which 
the weak are crushed by 'the strong 
and in which cunning wins over bet-
ter qualities. But the fables, like the 
nonsense rhymes, are a part of the 
literary possession of a race, for they 
are found in all classes of society and 
in every race. It is doubtful, accord-
ing to Carpenter, Baker and Scott in 
"The Teaching of English," whether 
the child sees anything more than an 
interesting story. He pays no atten-
tion to the absurdity of talking ani-
mals, for in his childish tendencies it 
seems quite natural to him that ani-
mals should talk like men. Since the 
child gradually grows in morals from 
none at all to the standard set by his 
teaching and his environment, he is 
not deeply affected, in his childhood, 
by the sense of injustice and cruelty 
that the more analytic adult finds in 
these stories. 
Other stories that children should 
have are Bible stories, nature stories 
and poetry. They love the animal 
stories of Thornton Burgess, the Just-
So Stories by Kiplng and the various 
collections of stories by Carolyn Sher-
win Bailey. 
These stories which should be told 
or read to the children are the ones 
they delight to read when they have 
mastered the art. The children's hour 
should always be continued in the 
home even though the children are in 
their teens. Then new books may be 
read aloud, or each ·may read for him-
self. But a definite reading period is 
the best means of creating a literary 
atmosphere in the home and of culti-
vating a taste for good reading. 
The following is a suggested list of 
1. Nister, Ernest 
The Book of the Zoo. 
The Book of the Farm. 
Our Moo Cow Book. 
Our Dog Friends. 
Mother Goose. 
Classic Nursery Tales. 
2. Caldecott, Aandolph: Hey Diddle 
Diddle. 
3. Crane, Walter : Mother Hubbard, 
Her Picture Book. 
4. Potter, Beatrix: Tale of Peter 
Rabbit. 
5. Aesop 's Fables, editions by Joseph 
Jacobs or E . Boyd Smith. 
G. Grimm's Fairy · Tales- Household 
Stories. 
7. Bible Stories: 
Houghton: Telling Bible Stories. 
Cragin: Kindergarten Stories for 
the Sunday School and Home. 
8. Stevenson, R. L.: A Child 's Gar-
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Hammer, Saw, Paint Brush and Nerve 
"ELAINE, what have you done 
to this house?" I asked as I 
removed my hat and gloves. 
We were standing in the transformed 
guest room, but the glimpses I had had 
as we passed showed that the trans· 
formation had extended to the other 
rooms as well. "Behold the miracle 
wrought by saw, hammer, paint brush, 
nerve--and a husband," laughed 
Elaine, and together we toured the 
made-over rooms. "Anyone could do 
it." 
I wish I could picture to you the 
gloomy, old, two-story country home as 
I had seen it last- roomy, drab and 
uncomfortable. Elaine had· a habit of 
buying things that she liked regardless 
of the effect they might create when 
placed in a room with other objects 
bought in the same way. The result 
was a heterogenous mass of furnish· 
ings, some lovely, some useful and 
some both, but usually with the quality 
of unity missing. 
The guest room in which we were 
standing had been actually trans-
formed with the use of the right col· 
ors. "They were so neutral that I 
thought any color would work with 
them," said Elaine. She had used an 
unusual old walnut bed with a carved 
head and two-poster footpieces, an old 
carved chest, chairs and a dressing 
table with a mirror. On the bed she 
had used a red, black and white cov· 
erlet, and on the floor two braided rugs 
in the same colors. Pictures had been 
chosen at random. 
"I never cared for the room," said 
Elaine; "it always seemed to push me 
out instead of holding out its arms in 
welcome. When Sue came home from 
college I asked her what was wrong." 
"You're afraid of color, mother," Sue 
had said. "All the color that you have 
in the room is movable. Gray and 
white and walnut are impossible. Let's 
start all over." The result was sur-
prising. 
"That was our paint-brush room-
this is our hammer, saw and a hus· 
band room," I was informed as Elaine 
led me from the guest room into the 
boys' room. 
Here the walls were creamy tan, the 
woodwork ivory. The floor was cov· 
ered with a linoleum-waxed rug, 
blocked out in striking five-inch blocks 
of black and cream. There was a 
black wicker chair (a one time clilapi· 
elated attic chair that had been wired, 
glued and painted, and now was a 
homey addition to the room), with a 
striped gingham pillow of orange, 
black, cream and a soft blue-green. The 
furniture in the room had been painted 
to match the grayed blue-green stripe. 
The bed had been an oak bed in 
mission style, with perpendicular slats 
at the head and foot. A line of orange 
and black accentuated the blue-green. 
The dresser, fortunately, had a plain 
By ELEANOR BAUR 
squared front, but the mirror was oval, 
so they discarded it and hung a plain 
rectangular mirror which they found 
in the attic. The chest and mirror were 
painted to match the bed. At the foot 
of the bed was a chest, a product of 
husband's hammer and saw. It was 
of just the right height to make a 
comfortable seat and was painted 
black with a blue-green lining and cov· 
ered with the gay striped pillows. The 
chest was fitted with two compart· 
ments, a shallow tray in which the 
freshly ironed shirts were kept, and a 
lower compartment in which winter 
underwear and new supplies were 
stored. A pair of book shelves that 
fitted on either side of a window were 
adorned with a pair of ship models-
one a viking, the other a skipper-
more of Sue's handicraft. 
"Tom even attempted the wardrobe," 
Elaine said proudly, showing her hus· 
band's handiwork. It was of the mod· 
ern chifferobe type, with two plain pan· 
elecl doors (salvaged from a discarded 
cupboard) and fitted back of the door. 
Elaine had painted it blue-green like 
the bed. There was a rod on either 
side for suits and a shelf at the top 
and bottom for hats and shoes. It was 
not only decorative, but useful as well. 
The curtains were of cream casement 
cloth and were fastened to the win· 
clows by little spring rods to prevent 
their blowing in the wind. 
'rhere were' so many things they 
had done with hammer, saw and a lit· 
tie nerve. 'rhere was the upstairs sew· 
ing room that had been Sue's. "She's 
never home," said Elaine, "so we de· 
cided to make the room useful." It 
was a large room with a western ex· 
posure and the loveliest view from the 
built-out windows that I've ever seen. 
"We had a Chinese pattern rug as 
the only possible floor covering, so we 
picked the colors from the rug," she 
explained. The walls matched a faded 
yellow-green background figure, the 
woodwork a cream that was almost a 
tan. There was a full length old wal· 
nut mirror that did double duty as a 
dressing table or a fitting mirror, a 
chest and a spooled walnut daybed up· 
holstered in a tiny sprigged Chinese 
blue. A space on either . side of the 
large window had slender painted book 
racks painted on the outside to match 
the woodwork and tinted the faintest 
of Chinese reds on the inside. T11e 
crowning touch of color was the pair 
of old Chinese red vases-one for 
either side. There were chairs, an· 
other painted chest used as a window 
seat as well as storage for pieces, and 
cushions everywhere. In one corner 
was a console sewing machine. A 
telephone extension had been added, 
and Elaine said she did most of her 
"living" in this one room. 
"Vi'e ran out of money when we 
came to the hall, though we spent less 
than $50 all together, and couldn't af· 
ford a new hall runner," said Elaine, 
her hand on the door. "Can you imag-
ine what that old red and green rug 
would do to everything up here? AI· 
tho it was cheap, I've hated it since 
the first day I got it. Now, before we 
go out, tell me, do you remember 
what was on the stair and hall floor?" 
I confessed I did not. I remembered a 
pleasing neutral cream and tan blur 
from which doors opened into color· 
ful, vivid rooms. The hall was a 
blank. "That's just what I wanted," 
laughed Elaine. She opened the door 
and once more we were in the hall. 
The rug had been reversed and tho 
wrong side was a dull tan background 
with a very indefinite all-over darker 
pattern. In the dim lights of the hall 
the effect was surprisingly pleasant. 
"We've done nothing downstairs yet," 
said Elaine, "but we're gathering rna· 
terial, information and funds prepara· 
tory to an attack this fall. You know, 
anyone can transform a house into a 
liveable home. Don't you think we've 
clone wonders upstairs?" 
I confessed that she had- not only 
for the upstairs, but for herself as well . 
She had developed from the mouse· 
gray, colorless little creature who was 
so afraid of color into a vivid creature 
who could throw splashes of color to· 
gether and express her own individu-
ality- a matter of far greater import· 
ance even than the evolution of her 
lovely upstairs rooms. 
If you can't sing as you go along 
life's road, don't help the thunder to 
growl and drown the other fellow's 
singing. In other words, don't be a 
solemn shadow in the light of love and 
life. 
"Remember that when you are in 
the right you can afford to keep your 
temper, and when you are in the 
wrong you can't afford to lose it."-
Benjamin Franklin. 
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den of Verse. 
9. Kingsley, Charles: Water Babies. 
10. Burgess, Thornton: Bed Time 
Stories. 
11. Kipling, R.: 
Just So Stories. 
Jungle Book. 
12. Carolyn Sherwin Bailey: 
For the Children's Hour. 
Firelight Stories. 
Tell Me Another Story. 
What's In a Name? 
(Continued from page 2) 
" Mother Jones" or "Grandma Smith"? 
After a ll, in any depar tment of eti· 
quette it is not enough to be well 
meaning. Custom and tradition may 
dictate in some cases, and convenien ce 
be the guide in oth ers. But there are, 
besides, numberless uncharted courses 
on which you must depend alone upon 
that certain something within, that 
whisper s, if you are inclined to listen , 
the kind, the thoughtful, the discrimi· 
na ting way. 
Had Your Iron Today? 
Everyone is interested in having 
good red blc.od . Even the layman 
knows that iron is necessary, but as 
to how and when the iron may best 
be furn ish ed is a question that has 
not been definitely ·settled. It is still 
be ing worked upon. 
Whipple and Robscheit-Robbins have 
carried on many interesting experi· 
ments in the production of red blood 
cells or hemoglobin with dogs. They 
find that one of the most efficient sub· 
stances in producing red blood cells 
is liver, of beef, pork; chicken. It 
seems to stand in a c lass preeminen t-
ly by itself. Kidney, brain and muscle 
meat are not as good as the liver. 
Of fruits, they find apricots, peaches 
and prunes good while grapes, raisins 
and apples do not rank so high. 
Spinach and green leaf vegetables 
rank higher than the other vegetables 
that have been tried, namely, carrots, 
celery and brussel sprouts. 
Physiologists are interested to find 
out the substan ce in liver that mal,es 
it so efficient a builder of hemoglobin. 
It is not iron a lone, for spleen and 
kidney contain more iron and yet are 
not as good as liver fo r r ed blood cell 
prod uctio.n. Neither do apricots or 
pea ches contain much iron. 
Red blood cells are a combina tion 
of iron, a pigment, nucle i and a pro· 
lein . One explanation of superiority 
of some substances over others is that 
they contain sufficient of the pigment 
nucle i as well as iron. 
J essie M. Hill , Ind. Sci. '26, sailed 
from New York on May 4 for Eng· 
land, where she will be until the mid· 
die of July. She will attend the Eng· 
!ish Royal Sh ow at Newport. 
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The Price: $1.25 
li ornernaker Cookbooks may be obtained ~n li orne 
Economics Hall. 
((Everywhere I go----
I find an increasing interest in 
home economics.'' So spoke an 
associate editor of one of the 
large national magazines on a 
recent visit to the Iowa State 
campus. 
And nowhere is this more ap~ 
parent than at Ames, where a 
generous state, within the past 
year, has provided the best that 
can be had for home economics 
training. A new building, new 
equipment and a substantial 
increase in enrollment tell their 
own story. 
lOW A STATE COLLEGE 
AMES 
